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What does “Crisis” Mean?
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• The triggering event for a crisis is not - in and of - itself a negative event.  

• A crisis likely is a situation with following hallmarks: a lack of control of the outcome + 
materiality of the issue + a necessary, immediate response 

• Merriam-Webster: “crisis” means a situation that has reached a critical phase.   

• In the corporate setting, a “crisis” often is a business issue that has reached a critical phase 
and requires an “all hands” response, including a legal response or consideration of legal 
factors. 



"It's Handled"
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The corporate response to 
Black Lives Matter in 2020
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Black Lives Matter
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Examples of Corporate Responses

* From Just Capital (www.justcapital.com/news/notable-corporate-responses-to-the-george-floyd-protests)
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Recent Headlines
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• If you are licensed in Kansas, please enter this code on your 
program evaluation to get credit. The program evaluation will be 
sent via email to participants at the end of the call. 

(If you don’t have a license in this state, you don’t have to worry 
about this step) 
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Recent Headlines
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What does planning 
for a crisis mean? 
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The Ideal Lifecycle of a Crisis Situation
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Planning for a Crisis

• Have a fixed internal team and know how to reach them.
• This includes business leaders, technical support, and others

• Have key documents readily available.

• Have the external team in place, including:  
• Data breach vendors
• Communications
• Crisis counsel
• Governance counsel

• As they say in sports, “practice as you play.” 
• Regularly work together in responding to issues. 
• Get to know individual work styles. 
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What can corporate counsel 
do to prepare for a crisis situation?
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Considerations in Calibrating the Response
• What are the potential health and/or safety concerns? 

• Could there be a material consequence to a business segment? 

• What is the likelihood of government interest or an investigation? 

• What type of viable civil litigation could result? 

• Do customer/vendor contracts require or encourage notice? 

• Are there other notice or disclosure requirements? 
(i.e. outside auditors or public filings)

• How will your internal constituents react or what will they expect from the company? 

• Will there be robust traditional or social media interest?
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• If you are licensed in Kansas, please enter this code on your 
program evaluation to get credit. The program evaluation will be 
sent via email to participants at the end of the call. 

(If you don’t have a license in this state, you don’t have to worry 
about this step) 
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What are best practices 
for leading through a crisis situation?
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Some Key Responsibilities of Corporate Counsel
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• Addressing and/or coordinating responses to: 

• employee and other internal stakeholder inquiries or concerns. 

• vendor inquiries, concerns, and compliance with contractual requirements. 

• consumer inquiries, concerns, and compliance with contractual requirements. 

• public statements to be issued by the company.

• government-required notices or disclosures, including SEC filings.



What is the internal leadership 
needed to weather a crisis 

through its lifecycle?
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Leadership in a Crisis Situation 
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• Actively search for blind spots. Questions to consider: 
• What if the opposite were true? 

• Is there an "and" instead of an "or"?

• If I end up being wrong, why? 

• Seek out diverse thoughts and ideas.
• Be open to unpleasantness.

• Consider designating a “contrarian” in each key discussion.

• Encourage “informed courage” in decision making.  
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